
MDCA letter to TDC 20th February 

C/- Mapua Hall, 52 Aranui Road,         info@ourmapua.org 

MAPUA.  7005 

To - David Martin (Chair of Mapua Waterfront Working Group),  

        Christeen MacKenzie (Chair TDC Commercial Dept)  and 

        Mark Johannsen (TDC Commercial Manager) 

On the 27th December 2019 MDCA was copied into an email Mapua resident Vicky Stocker sent to the TDC 

Compliance team.  Vicky’s email was to make comment about how a plan was being executed. This relates to the 

extension the Golden Bear had been granted for a two week period late December 2019 through to early January 

2020. 

Vicky was appalled to see how a large part of the public space between the Golden Bear and the Ferry launch area 

had been fenced off, a band gazebo erected in one corner, with tables & chairs, and a Golden Bear advertising board 

inside the fenced area. Vicky stated the fence meant foot and cycle traffic to and from the ferry was one way only, 

with the closest fence section to the ferry exit being open to entice ferry patrons into the Golden Bear space. (See 

text of Vicky’s emails (1 to TDC Compliance, 1 to MDCA) below. Also see below photo’s of area demonstrating the 

encroachment) 

Please note in Vicky’s photo how the access to the public rubbish bins has been hugely restricted  due to being 

enclosed within the fenced off area. 

At last night MDCA monthly meeting the meeting voted to officially support the concerns Vicky’s has raised in her 

email . The feeling of the meeting supported the Ngaio Tree Reserve area to be for the use of the general public and 

not for commercial use.  

For many years MDCA and community members have fort extremely hard to have the Ngaio Tree Reserve area 

recognised as public reserve space for the use of all residents and members of the public.  

MDCA are very disappointed, that once again, the TDC Commercial Dept. have not only continued to allow the 

Golden Bear to encroach into a public space to undertake a commercial activity, it also appears it has not ensured 

that the Golden Bear stay within the area guidelines Mark Johannsen (TDC Commercial Manager) indicated to the 

Mapua Waterfront Working Group (MWWG), with which MDCA have two member representatives. See area 

guidelines supplied by Mark Johannsen to MWWG Representatives on the 11th December below. 

It is very disappointing to see this conflict of use continually being endorsed by TDC’s Commercial department. 

MDCA members want TDC’s assurance that the Ngaio Tree Reserve will no longer be used for commercial purposes 

especially by a licensed premises, and would like TDC to assure MDCA that this type of situation will not occur again 

moving into the future. 

 

Contents of email from Vicky to the TDC Compliance: 

To compliance centre, 

I am informed by the receptionist on duty this morning that there is a compliance centre which handles 

comments about the way in which a plan is being executed. 

I was appalled when I went to catch the Mapua ferry this morning (27 December) that a large part of the 

public space between the Golden Bear and the ferry had been fenced off, a  band gazebo erected , tables and 

chairs distributed and a Golden Bear advertising sign in the middle of it all. See attached photo. 

When coming off the ferry the gate into the newly enclosed space is open as if to entice ferry patrons into 

the Golden Bear space. Many residents consider the wharf area and ferry to be a family friendly space, that 

would seem to be a thing of the past and not in the spirit of the Mapua Wharf Area Masterplan. 

Your comments would be appreciated, 

Vicky Stocker  

 



Email from Vicky Stocker to MDCA Godd evening Marion, 

Thank you for your response to my complaint to the TDC about the wharf issue. 

I realise that MDCA AND the MWWG have been doing a ton of work but I have become so annoyed with 

the GoldenBear's take over of the wharf area each summer that I actually got around to taking the issue to 

the TDC who seem to consider the wharf their own commercial enterprise. I would say the Bear has taken 

even more space this year, maybe not content with their enlarged building?  You will see from the photo that 

the rubbish bins are now enclosed by the fencing so it is one way traffics past the fence to the ferry. I was 

told on the phone that my e mail will not be dealt y checking.with until the 6 Jan at the earliest as that is 

when the staff are back at work which means of course that any misuse of consents can continue for some 

days without any checks. 

Best wishes for the New Year and hope you don't get disturbed by too much MDCA issues 

Vicky 

 

Photo taken by Vicky Stocker 27th December 2019 

 
Photo taken by Marion Satherley 2nd Jan 2020

 

Photo taken by Marion Satherley on the 5th January 2020 

 

Area of Golden Bear extended licence supplied by Mark Johannsen on the 11th December 2019 



 
 

MDCA acknowledge and appreciate the attendance of Councillor Christeen MacKenzie and Mayor Tim King 

at MDCA meeting last night.  MDCA also appreciate that both Christeen and Tim are willing to follow this 

issue up. 

MDCA would like to be formally informed of the outcome and consequent decisions resulting from this 

complaint. 

 

Kind Regards 

 

Marion Satherley 

MDCA Chairperson 

 

Reply by TDC on 20 February 

Kia ora, 

I acknowledge the complaint regarding the alleged encroachment into public space on the area known as Ngaio 

Reserve. 

 

The concerns are noted and I will take this into consideration in regards to any future requests made to me for 

landowner approval for events in this area. Following a suggestion I will also require a dimensioned plan to be 

included in future applications for clarity. 

 

I would appreciate if you could copy this email to Vicky Stocker as the original complaint was copied to me as an 

attachment and I don’t have her contact. 



 

Ngā mihi 

Mark 

Mark Johannsen  

Property Services Manager 

DDI 03 543 8445 | Mobile 027 579 3799 | Mark.Johannsen@tasman.govt.nz 

Private Bag 4, Richmond 7050, NZ 

 

Reply by Vicky Stocker 3rd March 

Good evening Marion, 

Thank you for keeping me updated in the Golden Bear/Ngaio Tree reserve saga. I appreciate the support MDCA have 

given to this issue, and hope that maybe my letter (written in frustration over the Christmas/New Year break!) has 

helped add to the concern felt by residents to the encroachment by commercial interests at the wharf.  

Hopefully there will be good feedback to the reserves review. 

Best wishes, 

Vicky 
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